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The ANISE MAGNOLIA, kl agnoli'a salici.f olia (Maxim.) .
Stealing the show from all other early blooming trees in the Arboretum, the rare ANISE MAG OLIA outdid itself this year in producing the
finest display of blossoms witnessed here to date. On March twentyeighth the first flower buds started breaking through their protective
scales and by April first the tree was in full bloom-an unbroken
mass of purest white. Because of subsequent unfavorable weather conditions its display was short-lived and by the fourth . of April strong
winds had completely shattered the fragile flowers.
The Morton Arboretum is fortunate in having an exceptionally fine

sp~~imen of this uncommon species, one obtained as a small plant
from the Arnold Arboretum in 1933. That it is happy in its present
surroundings is evident from the fact that since planting it has developed into a shapely pyramidal tree fifteen feet high and has been
flowering in increasing abundance for the past several seasons.
This charming species was introduced from Japan in 1892 b y
Dr. Sargent, and flowered for the first time outside of the Orient within
the grounds of the Arnold Arboretum in Boston.
Alth ough inhabiting Japan's mountain woodlands from the extreme
South to Northern Hondo, Dr. Sargent first found the ANISE MAGNOLIA
on Mount Hakkoda. This is an extinct volcano some six thousand
feet high situated a few miles distant from Aomori, the most northern
city on the main Island of Japan. Here, at altitudes varying from two
to three thousand feet, he found it occurring in low, wet situati ons,
generally along streams. On the same mountain he mentions encountering JAPANESE HEMLOCK, the choice MARIES Fm, J APANESE STO~E
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PINE, DWARF BoGROSEMARY ANDROMEDA, the JAPANESE and SuGEROKI
HOLLIES, ASIATIC TRAILING ARBUTUS and other interesting plants.
Cultivation apparently benefits the ANISE MAGNOLIA for under suitable growing conditions it will reach a height of twenty-five to thirty
feet, in contrast to the twenty foot maximum it attains in its native
environment. Slender and evenly branched, it exhibits a distinct narrow pyramidal, almost fastigiate habit under cultivation, which at once
suggests its desirability as an accent plant. Trees in the wild are said
to be broader in outline. The young shoots are light green and smooth,
becoming slightly warty the second season and reddish brown by the
third year, and it was from the distinct anise odor of the bark when
crushed that the common name originated.
Like the slender twigs, its thin, narrow leaves distinguish the ANISE
MAGNOLIA from all other cultivated species. Narrowly oval to lanceshaped, tapered at both ends and pointed at the apex, they vary from
three to six inches in length and from one to two inches in width. Their
upper surfaces are light green and smooth, the lower silvery, becoming
quite glabrous at maturity. Slender petioles support them. The same
anise fragran ce characterizing the bark is also evident in the crushed
foliage.
In flower "saliciifolia" shows a marked resemblance to the STAR
MAGNOLIA, from which it differs chiefly in the following point. Whereas
in "stellata" all perianth·::- leaves are petaloid (petal-like), in "salicifolia" the perianth is diff erenti9-ted into calyx and corolla. In this
respect it resembles its asiatic cousin , the KOBUS MAGNOLIA from which
it is distinguished by its lanceolate leaves and glabrous leaf buds. It
opens earlier than " kobus ," too, is more slender twigged, and not as
large a tree. The individual blooms are a pure dead white and appear
on naked shoots quite some time before the foliage expands. Loosely
six petaled, they average about four inches in diameter and are
pleasingly sweet scented. The slender-cylindric flesh colored fruits
following the flowers are not conspicuous.

It should be mentioned that the ANISE MAGNOLIA is apt to be lured
into bloom early in the season by a few warm days, only to be nipped
later by frost. This is an uncertainty one must contend with in planting any of the earlier Magnolias, but we feel that an occasional good
display more than compensates for several unsuccessful ones. Both
this and the KoBUS MAGNOLIA are slow to come into flower, too , but
once established their effectiveness increases· with the years.

=

':'Pe ri a nth
the floral envel ope; a term commonly u sed wh en t h ere is no clear distinction
between calyx and corolla.
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The ANISE MAGNOLIA, Magnolia salicifolia (Maxim.) at the Morton Arboretum.
At left, the tree in full flower: at right, a close-up of an individual bloom.

As to culture, a deep soil is preferred, one well drained· and yet
tending to the moist side. A mixture of sandy loam and peat is recommended for newly planted trees. Older specimens develop more tolerance.
According to the Plant Buyer's Index, Fourth Edition, Magnolia
salicif olia is offered by a California nursery firm whose name will
be furnished upon request. Should they be unable to supply it we
suggest that you interest your favorite nurseryman in securing propagating material from us.
The KOBUS MAGNOLIA, Magnolia kobus borealis (Sarg. ).
Another of the three true Magnolias native of Japan is Magnolia
kobus, to which several references have already been made. The tallest
of the group, the most vigorous and the hardiest, it is a tree which
most certainly deserves acquaintance. Sargent reports it to be a very
common forest species in the neighborhood of Sapparo, where specimens sixty to seventy-five feet high are not uncommon. Having a
smooth, straight trunk and short slender branches, it assumes a pyramidal outline which broadens out only after full size has been reached.
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Notwithstanding its maximum height in the wild, it will never under
cultivation at~ain half this size. From among its variations, the northern
type with larger leaves, flowers and fruit has been singled out and
designated, " kobus borealis," and it is a specimen of this variety
which represents the largest exotic Magnolia in the Arboretum collection. It is planted near the front of the Administration building and
one may be on the look-out for its large, flopp y petaled white flowers
soon after the ANISE MAGN OLIA has concluded its show. The foliage
followin g the flowers is obovate in outline gradually narrowed below
and abruptly contracted at the apex into short, broad points .. It is a
glaucous green in color and of sufficient size to warrant beirtg classi_fied as bold textured. Known to be a scanty bloomer until thoroughly
established, on e must be prepared to wait patiently for its blossoms.
In addition to the Magnolias just m entioned, the Arboretum collection
includes good sized specimens of the foll owing spring blooming sp ecies :
the white-petaled shrubby STAR MAGNOLIA, Magnolia stellata, and its
variations, the semi-doubl e flow et~ d typ e known as " W ATERLIL y " and
the pink toned one called !'l"'osea" ; the familiar " SAU CER MAGNOI_,IA,"
Magnolia Soulangeana, often incorrectly called T ULIP TREE, and its
varieties, " alba," with white flowers and "ALEXANDRINA," whose deep er
pink blooms ordinarily appear t en days or more after those of the
typ e sp ecies ; and that darkest flower ed one of them all ~ the P URPLE
LILY MAGNOLIA, Magnolia liliflora nigra, which brings the floral procession to a sp ectacular close. The unusual climatic conditions prevailing this spring have completely up set Magnolia blooming schedul es, however, with the result that an extraordinary overlapping of
fl owering periods has r esulted. This is true not only of Magnolias but
of all other spring blooming genera as well.

E. L. K AMMERER
Mor ton Arb oretum Bulletins for Additional R efer ence
" Magnolias for th e North"- Vol. 14-, No. 6, Jun e, 1939.
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